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Abstract

Questions: Two alternative mechanisms of abrupt vegetation change across ecological boundaries have been proposed: (1) concomitantly abrupt gradients in physical environmental variables and vegetation across the boundary, and (2) gradual environmental gradients that vegetation responds to in a non-linear or threshold manner. Here, we evaluate spatial patterns of climate and vegetation across a grassland–forest biome boundary to examine evidence in favour of either of these alternatives.

Location: Minnesota, USA.

Methods: Vegetation data represented the presence of prairie vs. forest vegetation in Minnesota from 1847 to 1908, generally prior to European settlement of the region, while the climatic variables represented an index of long-term average moisture availability (precipitation minus potential evapotranspiration (P – PET)). Using linear and sigmoidal regression models, we evaluated spatial patterns of change in vegetation, climate and vegetation–climate relationships across 22 transects (170–400 km) oriented perpendicular to the biome boundary. We also evaluated boundary characteristics in light of dominant topographical and position along the boundary.

Results: Vegetation followed a sigmoidal pattern of change across the boundary, with mean boundary width of ca. 100 km. The P – PET increased by ca. 100 mm across the boundary following a comparatively smooth pattern of change. Climate–vegetation relationships were clearly non-linear across the boundary, indicating these variables did not change in a common spatial pattern. Regional topographical controls modified relationships between vegetation and climate along the length of the boundary.

Conclusions: Our results document strong non-linear relationships between the presence of forest vegetation and its dominant climate control across a grassland–forest biome boundary. An average change of ca. 100 mm in P – PET moving across the boundary is about 40% of the long-term mean annual range of this variable, suggesting that modest changes to P – PET may potentially cause substantial shifts in the location of the prairie–forest boundary.

Introduction

Ecological boundaries are regions of transition between adjacent ecosystems, and exist at a variety of spatial and temporal scales. Also known as edges, borders, interfaces and ecotones, ecological boundaries are important landscape elements that control the fluxes of organisms, materials and energy between ecosystems (Cadenasso et al. 2003). Because ecological boundaries are usually small or narrow relative to their adjacent systems, they are sometimes drawn as lines on a map indicating a lack of dimensionality; however, boundary regions are best viewed as...
two- or three-dimensional regions with a rich diversity of structural attributes that influence their function (Strayer et al. 2003).

One of the universal features of ecological boundaries is that the boundary region displays more internal heterogeneity (compositional and structural) than the adjacent ecosystems (di Castri et al. 1988). Therefore, the rate of spatial change in ecosystem structure or function is higher in the boundary region than outside the boundary. Abruptness refers to the rate of change from one ecosystem to another across the boundary (Bowersox & Brown 2001). If the rate of change is abrupt across space, the boundary will appear as a step function, while more gradual changes may approximate a linear model. An important consideration is that boundary abruptness is relative, i.e. it can only be interpreted in comparison to some other boundary or environmental gradient. Additionally, the perception of boundary steepness will depend on the spatial resolution or scale at which the boundary is being measured (Strayer et al. 2003).

While the existence of abrupt boundaries in forest systems is well known from studies at fine–moderate spatial resolution (10–100 m), e.g. forest–field edges (Cadenasso et al. 1997), there is less evidence to suggest forest systems also display abrupt transitions at broader scales. Working at the biome scale, Timoney et al. (1993) showed that the transition between sub-arctic forest and tundra ecosystems followed a sigmoid wave (S-shaped) functional form, where percentage tree cover changed abruptly in regions of intermediate cover, but changed slowly in areas of high or low cover. Timoney et al. (1993) hypothesized that the sigmoid wave pattern of vegetation change was a defining feature of undisturbed biome transition regions in general when there is one dominant environmental control or a set of correlated controls. In a test of Timoney et al.’s hypothesis, Cairns & Waldron (2003) found a similar sigmoid wave pattern for the boundary between alpine tree line and tundra systems. Globally, alpine tree lines are known to be controlled primarily by temperature (Jobbágy & Jackson 2000). A physiognomically similar gradient from grassland to savanna to forest occurs worldwide in lower-elevation ecosystems of warmer climates (Breshears 2006).

An open question remains whether grassland–forest transitions would also follow a sigmoidal form, given that these transitions are thought to be controlled primarily by moisture gradients (Sankaran et al. 2005) and that they tend to occur over greater distances than tree lines.

The shape and steepness of a vegetation boundary are presumed to be controlled through environmental gradients, disturbances or biotic interactions operating across the boundary (Mills et al. 2006). Physical environmental gradients such as climate factors are thought to be more important at broader spatial scales and are our focus here. Two alternative mechanisms of abrupt boundaries have been proposed: (i) concomitantly abrupt gradients in physical environmental variables and vegetation across the boundary, and (ii) gradual environmental gradients that vegetation responds to in a non-linear or threshold manner (Gosz 1992; Risser 1995; Fagan et al. 2003). In the first case, steep changes in an environmental gradient bring about equivalent steep changes in vegetation, while in the second case dramatic changes in vegetation can be caused by small changes in the environment.

Although understanding relationships between vegetation and environmental controls is a fundamental goal of ecology and biogeography (Kent et al. 2006), there are few empirical examples of the spatial structuring of these relationships across boundaries. Boundary features such as width and abruptness bear directly upon spatial and temporal dynamics between the adjacent systems. For example, boundaries have often been proposed as regions for focused ecological monitoring due to their presumed sensitivity to climate (Loehle 2000). In two recent examples, anthropogenic climate change has been implicated in the repositioning of montane forest boundaries (Allen & Breshears 1998; Beckage et al. 2008). Moreover, in grassland–forest transitions, studies of vegetation–environment relationships may also provide insights into mechanisms of grass–tree co-existence, a long-debated issue in savanna research (Mills et al. 2006).

In a separate study (Danz et al. 2011), we showed that precipitation minus potential evapotranspiration (hereinafter P – PET) was the predominant control on tree occurrence at a spatial resolution above 40 km in the historic prairie–forest boundary of Minnesota, USA. Topographic and soil variables were influential within the boundary, but were less important across the boundary. Our objectives here are to evaluate the spatial structure of vegetation–environment relationships across the prairie–forest boundary in Minnesota prior to European settlement. This area has been suggested to have a sharper vegetation and climatic transition for a flat interior continental location than would commonly be expected (Changnon et al. 2002). Moreover, this region has been the focus of many studies of vegetation dynamics in paleoecological and contemporary times (e.g. McAndrews 1966; Grimm 1984; Peterson & Reich 2001) and has high-quality historical vegetation and environmental data, thereby making it an excellent model system of a grassland–forest transition. We test the hypothesis that the spatial pattern of change across the boundary is the same for both climate and vegetation compared to the alternative that vegetation does not follow the climatic pattern directly, i.e. that vegetation changes abruptly along a smooth change in the environment.
Methods

Study area

The grassland–forest boundary in Minnesota spans 650 km along a northwest–southeast axis and separates tallgrass prairie vegetation to the south and west from forest vegetation to the north and east (Fig. 1). At the time of European settlement, the boundary region consisted of a mosaic of prairie, savanna, woodland and forest ecosystems (Grimm 1984). Forest vegetation in this region is commonly divided into two types: mixed boreal forest that reaches its southern limit in central Minnesota and broad-leaf deciduous forest that reaches its western limit. Bailey (1995) referred to these regions as Laurentian Mixed Forest and Eastern Broadleaf Forest, respectively. Quaking aspen (Populus tremuloides) and bur oak (Quercus macrocarpa) were the two dominant tree species along the boundary, with quaking aspen being more abundant to the northwest and bur oak to the southeast (Wheeler et al. 1992).

The region has a continental climate with warm summers and cold winters due to the intersection of Arctic, Pacific and maritime tropical air masses (Borchert 1950). The spatial zone of interaction among these three climatic air masses roughly coincides with the position of the boundary. Annual precipitation in the boundary region (100 km buffer on either side of the boundary) follows a spatial gradient from ca. 500 mm yr\(^{-1}\) in the west to 750 mm yr\(^{-1}\) in the east, which is a large variation in precipitation for such a distance in a flat, mid-continental region far from mountains (Borchert 1950). A wide variety of land forms exists along the boundary in Minnesota due to the region’s glacial history, highlighted by three main topographic regimes: (1) fairly level terrain and poorly drained soils in the northwestern portion of the state, (2) strongly morainal topography in the west-central region, and (3) highly dissected topography in the unglaciated southeastern region (Fig. 2). Elevation range in the boundary is ca. 200–600 m (mean 400 m).

We developed a curvilinear baseline representation of the boundary in a geographic information system (GIS) by smoothing the prairie ecoregion border available from the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources (MN DNR; Fig. 1). Further, we defined 22 rectangular 15 × 400-km transects perpendicular to the smoothed PFB at 30-km intervals along the curve (Fig. 2, top panel). All transects spanned a gradient in tree occurrence from prairie in the west to forest in the east. Transects were truncated to the east or west by Minnesota state borders, resulting in a range of final transect lengths from 170 to 400 km (mean 228 km). Due to the curved nature of the boundary, some transects had endpoints that were spatially clustered, e.g. transects 7–13 had eastern endpoints within 50 km of each other (Fig. 2).

Data

Vegetation from a time period prior to widespread European settlement of the region is represented by the occurrence of prairie and forest vegetation taken from records of the pre-settlement land survey (PLS) in Minnesota between 1847 and 1908 (Almendinger 1996). The PLS was a highly systematic survey designed as part of the township–range grid system, with survey locations (corners) occurring on a square grid 0.5 miles (0.8 km) apart, resulting in ca. 250 000 survey locations in Minnesota. Land surveyors recorded the nearest tree or up to four trees (i.e. bearing trees) at survey corners in addition to the type of vegetation present at the corner in 25 vegetation classes. We constructed a binomial response variable by combining information from the records of vegetation type with the bearing tree records as follows: a value of zero was assigned to corners recorded as prairie or wet prairie (33% of all corners); a value of 1 was assigned to corners recorded as forest (31%) and several minor wooded types totalling 9% (e.g. timber, grove, pine grove, windthrow, windfall, etc.). Corners recorded as swamp (12%) were assigned a 1 if they were forested (e.g. black ash or tamarack bearing trees present), but excluded if a bearing tree was absent because they could not reliably be classified as wet prairie. Other
State-wide, surveyors recorded about 5% of corners as savanna or woodland vegetation types including oak barrens, oak openings, pine openings, scattered pine, scattering oak and scattering timber (Almendinger 1996). Savanna systems have lower tree density than forests, and in some locations along the PFB they served as a transition between prairie and forest over tens of kilometers; in other cases, prairie and forest were essentially adjacent ecosystems (Marschner 1974). Although we do not know the criteria used by PLS surveyors to distinguish among prairie, savanna and forest vegetation at survey corners, we found in exploratory analysis that tree spacing was higher in savanna types (mean distance from corner 13 m) compared to forest types (mean distance from corner 7 m). If we were to treat savanna as forest, it would likely result in the praire–forest transition appearing more spatially abrupt than it really was. Therefore, we omitted all savanna corners from our binomial vegetation variable to avoid the potentially confounding effects of tree density. Omitting these savanna corners from our response variable did not preclude our characterization of spatial changes across the PFB, however; values for these corners were interpolated in a smoothing step later in our analysis (see below).

Geographic coordinates for survey corners were available from the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources (MN DNR; Almendinger 1996) and subject to post-processing in a GIS (ESRI Inc., Redlands, CA, USA), resulting in 248 226 corners. For analytical purposes, we projected PLS survey locations onto the long axis of our 22 rectangular transects perpendicular to the boundary, effectively transforming the two-dimensional transects into one dimension (Timoney et al. 1993).

To facilitate comparisons of spatial models of vegetation and climate (described below), we transformed the binomial vegetation variable into a continuous probability of forest vegetation using LOESS regression (SAS PROC LOESS; SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA). LOESS is a locally-weighted, non-parametric smoothing technique that imparts no functional shape on the data. We modelled the relationship between the binomial vegetation variable and distance along each transect for each survey corner, specifying automatically generated smoothing parameters, which were quite low (range 0.01–0.05, mean 0.02), indicating a low degree of smoothing. The predicted values on the LOESS curve were used to represent the probability of forest vegetation (range 0–1) in all subsequent vegetation analyses. Survey corners originally excluded from the binomial variable due to the occurrence of savanna vegetation (see above) were also used to generate predicted values.

Our climate variable, precipitation minus potential evapotranspiration (P–PET), integrates environmental moisture inputs and evaporative loss and has been used as an index of climatic moisture availability (Bonan 1989).
The zero isoline of this variable was closely correlated with the southern limit of the boreal forest in the prairie provinces of western Canada (Hogg 1994), which share a political border with Minnesota to their southeast. Additionally, P – PET accounted for 75% of the explained variance in statewide occurrence of prairie vs. woody vegetation in a separate study in Minnesota (Danz et al. 2011). Given commonly high statistical correlations among climate factors (Changnon et al. 2002), P – PET may to some degree serve as a surrogate for other climate variables and for interactions with non-climate factors at other spatial scales, e.g. fire or biotic interactions. Input values of potential evapotranspiration and precipitation were obtained from McKenney et al. (2006), who used historical climate station data in combination with elevation to model climate parameters for North America at 1 km spatial resolution. Values represent the sum (in mm) of the monthly precipitation averages minus the sum of the monthly PET averages for 1961–1990.

Input variables for P – PET were not available for a time period contemporary with the PLS. This temporal mismatch in our vegetation and climate data could result in biases, especially if P – PET has changed non-constantly through space since pre-settlement. While the degree of climate change since pre-settlement (ca. 1850) remains poorly quantified in this region, we used additional climate variables (summer mean daily maximum temperature and summer total precipitation) from time periods 1901–1930 and 1931–1960, in conjunction with the P – PET data from 1961 to 1990 to evaluate regional climate change through the 1900s (see Appendix S1). Although the prairie–forest boundary region has warmed and experienced increased precipitation over the past 100 yr, these changes have been fairly spatially stationary throughout the boundary region, thereby alleviating concerns of potential bias introduced by the time discrepancy of vegetation and climate data (see also Danz 2009; Danz et al. 2011).

Boundary analysis

The main objective of our boundary analysis was to evaluate whether the transition from prairie to forest across the boundary resulted from a smooth or abrupt climatic gradient, i.e. whether the transition followed pattern ‘(a)’ or pattern ‘(b)’ in Fig. 3. We used three analytical tactics to address this objective: (1) description of the spatial pattern of vegetation transition across the boundary, (2) evaluation of whether the climate gradient P – PET followed a steeper or shallower pattern of change across the boundary, and (3) direct modelling of the vegetation–climate relationship across the boundary. In (1) and (2), we constructed linear and sigmoidal models of vegetation or P – PET vs. distance along transects, while in (3) we

**Spatial change in vegetation across the boundary**

We used a sigmoid wave approach to characterize spatial change in vegetation (Timoney et al. 1993). Specifically, we fit non-linear least squares regression models that estimated parameters $b$ and $c$ in the following sigmoidal function (Hufkens et al. 2008) using SAS PROC NLMIXED (SAS Institute):

$$y = \frac{1}{(e^{-bx+c}) + 1}$$

where $y$ is the fitted value of the continuous probability of forest vegetation, $x$ is distance along the transect, $b$ is the slope parameter and a measure of boundary abrupt-
ness (Bowersox & Brown 2001), and $c$ is the estimated centre of the transition. Good fit to a sigmoid wave model would indicate an abrupt, non-linear pattern of vegetation change. Conversely, less abrupt or smooth changes in vegetation may be better approximated by a linear model. Thus, for the purpose of comparison, we also modelled vegetation as a linear function of distance across the boundary using ordinary least-squares regression (OLS). Model fit of sigmoid wave and OLS models was assessed with Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) (Radford et al. 2005). We used $\Delta$AIC (Burnham & Anderson 2002) to compare model likelihood between sigmoidal and linear models for each transect ($\Delta$AIC = AIC$_C$ – AIC$_i$).

We quantified vegetation boundary width as the on-the-ground distance between the points having predicted probability of forest vegetation from 0.05 to 0.95. Further, we investigated spatial patterns in the width of the vegetation boundary by plotting abruptness vs. transect position along the boundary and evaluated transects according to their dominant regional topography (see Study area).

Spatial change in climate across the boundary

We used the same modelling strategy for $P$ – PET as we did for vegetation by calculating both sigmoidal and linear models to describe spatial change. Prior to modelling, we linearly rescaled $P$ – PET to a continuous variable 0–1, with each data point representing the proportion of the maximum $P$ – PET value along each transect. Thus, both vegetation models and climate models use response variables scaled 0–1 and the exact same independent variable (i.e. distance along transect), thereby enabling comparability of model parameter estimates. We used the steepness parameter, $b$, of sigmoidal models to evaluate how climatic spatial abruptness was related to vegetation spatial abruptness across the boundary.

Spatial vegetation/climate relationships across the boundary

The climate–vegetation relationship in Fig. 3a would be evidenced by a good fit to a linear model, while the relationship in Fig. 3b would be evidenced by a good fit to a non-linear model. Thus, we fitted OLS and sigmoidal regression models using the continuous probability of forest vegetation as a response and $P$ – PET as a predictor for each transect and compared models with AIC. Sigmoidal models were fitted using the function described above. We used the inflection point and the estimate of $P$ – PET at the levels of 0.05 and 0.95 predicted probability of forest vegetation to evaluate where on the climate gradient forest vegetation changed the most abruptly.

Spatial autocorrelation

We noted strong patterns of spatial autocorrelation among the residuals in exploratory logistic models of our vegetation binomial prior to smoothing with LOESS, as well as in the other models of vegetation and $P$ – PET vs. distance along transects described above. This is a likely consequence of including only distance along transect as a predictor variable when other spatially structured covariates are known to be important predictors in this system (Danz et al. 2011). Spatial autocorrelation in regression models can have two negative consequences: (1) increasing the Type I statistical error rate, thereby creating artificially small $P$-values, and (2) lowering the precision and biasing parameter estimates of covariates in the models (Dormann et al. 2007). In our case, although all models had $P$-values < 0.0001, we did not use $P$-values in model comparisons, choosing to use AIC values instead (Hawkins 2012). To investigate whether parameter estimates may be biased, we compared OLS models of forest vegetation and $P$ – PET vs. distance that did not account for spatial autocorrelation with linear generalized least-squares models that included an autoregressive error structure (GLS-AR models; Beale et al. 2010) using SAS PROC AUTOREG (SAS Institute). We compared the steepness parameter, $b$, from these models to evaluate whether accounting for spatial autocorrelation resulted in bias. We used linear rather than sigmoidal models in these comparisons because existing methods to account for spatial autocorrelation are much better developed for linear models (Beale et al. 2010).

Results

The probability of forest vegetation was well modelled by a sigmoidal function across the prairie–forest boundary, with sigmoidal models having lower AIC (greater likelihood) values than linear models in 21 of 22 transects (Table 1, Appendix S2). Transect 1 was the only one for which a linear model had better fit, although the difference between the linear model and sigmoidal model was comparatively small (Appendix S2). Based on the distance between points having 5% and 95% predicted probability of forest vegetation, boundary width ranged from 38 to 178 km (mean = 99 km) (Table 1, Fig. 4).

Model abruptness parameters $b$ for sigmoidal models of vegetation vs. distance along transects were on average 24 times higher than $b$ values from sigmoidal models of $P$ – PET (Fig. 5), indicating that climate has a much shallower rate of spatial change across the boundary.

Vegetation–climate relationships were clearly non-linear across the boundary (Fig. 6). For 21 of 22 transects,
a sigmoidal model of vegetation–climate relationships displayed a lower AIC than a linear model (Table 2), indicating that vegetation changed comparatively abruptly rather than gradually along the climate gradient. Although the linear model for Transect 1 had a better fit than the sigmoidal model, the difference in fit between models was smaller than in any other transect (Appendix S2).

Structural features of the PFB were influenced by transect location along the boundary. First, vegetation boundary abruptness was unimodally related to transect location along the boundary, with low abruptness values in the topographically flat northwestern Minnesota and the highly-dissected region in southeast Minnesota (Fig. 7). Conversely, vegetation boundary abruptness was highest in west-central Minnesota, where there is strongly morainal topography roughly parallel to the boundary (Fig. 2). Second, the vegetation inflection point on the P–PET gradient (centre of the boundary; 0.50 probability of forest vegetation) increased monotonically from about 30 to 200 mm yr\(^{-1}\) moving along the boundary from transect 1 to 22 (Fig. 7); 18 of 22 transects had inflection points between 0 and 100 mm yr\(^{-1}\) (Fig. 6). The four transects with P–PET outside this range occurred at the northwest and southeast ends along the length of the boundary. The 0.05 predicted probability of forest vegetation (western border) increased similarly from about -50 to 50 mm yr\(^{-1}\).

Accounting for spatial autocorrelation in linear models resulted in a decline in the abruptness parameter estimate of about 30% for vegetation and about 1% for P–PET (Appendix S3). OLS models of vegetation along transects that did not account for spatial autocorrelation resulted in abruptness parameter estimates on average two times higher than P–PET abruptness. GLS-AR models of vegetation that accounted for autocorrelation resulted in lower parameter estimates for both responses and an average 1.5 times higher vegetation abruptness than P–PET abruptness. Thus, linear models incorporating autocorrelation yielded similar conclusions to those that did not: vegetation changes more abruptly across the boundary than across climate.

**Discussion**

Ecological boundaries are regions of relatively abrupt spatial change between adjacent ecosystems. While it has been often repeated in the boundary literature that abrupt vegetation boundaries are due to either steep gradients in the physical environment or to non-linear changes along a gradual environmental gradient (e.g. Gosz 1992; Risser 1995; Fagan et al. 2003), there are few studies that directly evaluate these alternatives. We tested the hypothesis that vegetation and climate followed similarly abrupt transitions across the prairie–forest boundary in pre-settlement Minnesota. Our results show that forest vegetation changed abruptly along a comparatively smooth gradient in climate water availability (P–PET).

The observed pattern of vegetation transition across the prairie–forest boundary supports work from Timoney et al. (1993) and Cairns & Waldron (2003), who found similar sigmoidal spatial patterns of vegetation change across tree line systems in boreal and alpine regions. Timoney et al. (1993) hypothesized that sigmoidal vegetation transitions across space were a fundamental property of undisturbed biome boundary regions. Sigmoidal transitions *per se* are not necessarily indicative of an abrupt transition because a well-fitting sigmoidal function can have a shallow slope, thereby approximating a linear model. Thus, the abruptness of a sigmoidal transition can only be considered relative to a distance criterion across space, or to some other environmental gradient or transition. Mills et al. (2006) suggested the focus on boundary shape and position should be considered primarily in light of the controlling environmental variables and not simply distance. Hence,
The prairie–forest boundary can be considered an abrupt boundary relative to its climatic control, even though the transition is >100 km in some locations. This abrupt change occurs across a larger spatial scale than traditionally considered in existing grassland–forest boundary studies, which usually span tens to hundreds of meters (e.g. Cadenasso et al. 1997; Camarero et al. 2000).

Although our study documents non-linear vegetation–climate relationships across a biome boundary, there is a lack of consensus regarding the nature of such relationships in other boundaries. Alpine tree lines, which are controlled primarily by temperature, generally experience smooth rather than abrupt declines in temperature with increasing elevation (Jobbágy & Jackson 2000) – a pattern in general agreement with our findings. Conversely, in the Arctic tree line of northern Canada where the Timoney et al. (1993) study was carried out, annual net radiation, absorbed solar radiation and duration of thaw season all displayed a sigmoidal decrease from south to north across the Canadian forest and tundra (Hare & Ritchie 1972). Additionally, working across several sharp biome transitions in South Africa, Van Rensburg et al. (2004) showed that precipitation and temperature were more var-

![Fig. 4. Modelled probability of forest vegetation from best-fit models and empirical P – PET vs. distance along 22 transects spanning the pre-settlement Minnesota prairie–forest boundary. The best-fit vegetation curve for transect 1 is linear, while sigmoidal curves were best for all other transects.](image)

![Fig. 5. Box plots of slope parameter estimates (b) from sigmoidal regressions of a climatic variable (precipitation minus potential evaporation, P – PET) and vegetation variable (probability of forest vegetation) vs. distance for 22 transects crossing the prairie–forest boundary. Median b is indicated by a horizontal line, while mean b is indicated by a diamond symbol. On average, the spatial change in woody vegetation across the prairie–forest boundary is 24 times more abrupt than the change in P – PET.](image)
variable in boundary regions than in adjacent biomes, indicating spatial climatic changes in the boundary were steeper.

Our study is based on a snapshot of regional vegetation conditions from the mid- to late 1800s and on the presumption that long-term mean climate water availability was the major control of the location of the PFB at the biome scale. Other grassland–forest boundaries are known to be correlated with similar climatic variables (Sankaran et al. 2005), and in earlier work on this system, P – PET accounted for 75% of explained variance in the statewide occurrence of prairie vs. woody vegetation (Danz et al. 2011). Our results suggest that the 0.50 probability of forest vegetation hovered around a long-term annual mean P – PET value between 0 and 100 mm, with the western boundary (0.05 probability of forest vegetation) ca. 0 mm/C1

Fig. 6. Fitted values from sigmoidal regressions of forest vegetation vs. climate for 22 transects spanning the presettlement prairie–forest boundary. The horizontal line below the curves indicates inflection point of vegetation on the P – PET gradient for each transect.

Table 2. Results from OLS and sigmoidal models of vegetation vs. P – PET across 22 transects spanning the prairie–forest boundary. Sample sizes are listed in Table 1. Values of P – PET at predicted probability levels of forest vegetation indicate the centre of the boundary (inflection point) and estimated western and eastern limits based on 0.05 and 0.95 levels, respectively; empty cells indicate the predicted probability of forest vegetation did not reach an endpoint.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transect</th>
<th>AIC OLS</th>
<th>AIC Sigmoid</th>
<th>ΔAIC</th>
<th>P – PET at predicted probability of forest vegetation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1        | 2602    | 2606        | 26   | 0.5* 10  
| 2        | 8472    | 9686        | 1396 | 0.05 80  
| 3        | 12384   | 18188       | 5804 | 0.95 28  
| 4        | 10413   | 13980       | 3567 | 26  
| 5        | 9394    | 9749        | 355  | 10  
| 6        | 10646   | 13124       | 2478 | 79  
| 7        | 10614   | 13301       | 2687 | 81  
| 8        | 10439   | 19999       | 9560 | 35  
| 9        | 12844   | 14821       | 1977 | 27  
| 10       | 10097   | 10921       | 824  | 57  
| 11       | 11273   | 11780       | 507  | 50  
| 12       | 13588   | 18124       | 4536 | 59  
| 13       | 12580   | 22657       | 10077| 90  
| 14       | 12668   | 23137       | 10469| 97  
| 15       | 14388   | 19933       | 5545 | 92  
| 16       | 18965   | 25939       | 6974 | 79  
| 17       | 14491   | 18818       | 4327 | 70  
| 18       | 13923   | 21179       | 7256 | 71  
| 19       | 14604   | 17247       | 2643 | 97  
| 20       | 13429   | 13859       | 430  | 167 
| 21       | 17977   | 17978       | 1    | 207 
| 22       | 18544   | 19407       | 863  | 74  
| Average  |         |             | 64   | 11  

*Inflection point of forest vegetation on P – PET.
In some locations topography was apparently a strong modifier of boundary width through its influence on fire regimes (Grimm 1984; Wheeler et al. 1992). For example, the central boundary (i.e. transects 7–18) is an area suggested by McAndrews (1966) where the prairie–forest transition occurring for climatic reasons was steepened by the spatial shift from relatively flat terrain to morainal topography that impeded fire spread (Fig. 2).

Moving northwest along the prairie–forest boundary in Minnesota, the inflection point (centre of boundary) decreased by about 100 mm P–PET yr⁻¹, which might suggest compositional change toward increased drought tolerance moving in this direction. The supporting evidence for this pattern is weak in this region. Quaking aspen, a relatively drought-intolerant species (Burns & Honkala 1990) was a dominant species in the northwest where P–PET values were lowest, while bur oak is more drought-tolerant than aspen and was increasingly dominant in the southeast boundary region where P–PET was higher (Wheeler et al. 1992). However, quaking aspen was often limited to wet depressions in northwest Minnesota (Buell & Buell 1959) and bur oak was abundant on well-drained, south-facing slopes in southeast Minnesota (Grimm 1984).

Conclusions
Understanding the nature of vegetation–environment relationships is a primary goal of ecology and biogeography, yet there are few empirical examples describing spatial patterns of such relationships across boundaries (Kent et al. 2006). Our results show a non-linear, sigmoidal relationship between vegetation and climatic moisture availability across a grassland–forest biome boundary from pre-settlement Minnesota, USA. This abrupt vegetation boundary traverses a greater distance than traditionally considered in ecological boundary studies. Further, boundary structural features changed along the 650 km length of the boundary due to dominant topographic controls and presumed interactions with fire, creating conditions for tree–grass co-existence within the boundary (Grimm 1984; Peterson & Reich 2001).

Studies of pre-settlement conditions serve as an important source of baseline data for comparison with current and future conditions. Because of their sensitivity to climate conditions, biome boundaries have often been promoted as areas for focused ecological monitoring in the face of global change (Loehle 2000), with two recent notable examples of montane tree lines experiencing dramatic positional shifts with concomitant climate change (Allen & Breshears 1998; Beckage et al. 2008). On average, the transition between prairie and forest vegetation occurred at a rate of ca. 1% probability of forest per 1 km and per 1 mm P–PET. The observed range in the inflection point of P–PET of ca. 100 mm throughout the majority of the length of the boundary (i.e. transects 4–18) is about 40% of the long-term mean annual range of this variable in this region (Fig. 2). Hence, moderately small changes to P–PET may have potential to cause substantial shifts in the boundary location in Minnesota, particularly where the transition was the sharpest. The ultimate utility of the boundary region as a location for environmental monitoring is tempered by the fact that currently <5% of original prairie remains due to land-use conversion, and that the natural fire regime has been almost completely suppressed. Relationships between forest and climate moisture availability uncovered in this study may nevertheless provide a baseline physiological constraint on the westward position of forest and insight into the universality of mechanisms leading to ecological boundary structure.
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